
Player Role Info Action

Sherlock3 Anokata for the target: Dus is going to Kill CTU

Blame: Dus for slandering nomemory

Dus Gin Blamed: Dus slanders 

nomemory

Kill: CTU

Investigate:

breva interrogates nomemory (false)

breva interrogates meme (false)

conia protects PT (true)

Schillok is disguised as Jodie (false)

Schillok is disguised as Camel (false)

Slander:

Akonyl

Detective Tommy

Parkur Vermouth(Ja
mes)

Special Investigate:

Commi-Ninja discombobulated PhoenixTears on 

Night 1 (true)

PhoenixTears Pisco Black Suitcase investigate:

Conia protects PT

pofa investigates nomemory

pofa stakes out nomemory

Akonyl Calvados *slandered* Steal: shin_ichi - Panties

pofa Korn Stake-out: nomemory - was slandered

nomemory Tequila *slandered** Frighten: Abs.

Edogawa Akemi Lover Steal: Commi - Ninja

Holmes Shiratori Investigate:

Schillok invastigates Abs. (false)

Conia kills pofa. (false)

Dus interrogates Holmes (false)

Shin_ichi01 Kobayashi Car-Keys

*Panties stolen*

meme Akai *tricked* Bone-break: KaintheVampire (failed)

Schillok Kir Special Investigate: Dus killing XCommando during 

Night 1 (false)

Paix672 Yusaku Deduction:

Abs.

breva

shin_ichi01

meme

Dus

breva Kogoro Interrogate: Detective Tommy - BO

Conia Makoto *in Japan* Protect: PT

Kain Eisuke Lover Disco.: meme

Commi-Ninja Asami Panties

*stolen from*

Disco.: DT

Abs. Ayumi *frightened* -

Night 2
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Yurikochan Genta -

CTU 1412(Camel) *dies* Steal: Tommy

Observe: Schillok

*dies*

DT Heiji *tricked*

*slandered*

No action send

Sakina Jodie Observe: PT - Adult

Will

Edogawa:

[quote author=Edogawa4869 link=action=profile;u=2862 date=1288323254]

I want to throw myself into the sea if Kain dies, but first I want this to be a speech:

"So it's come to this...  I never really liked the Black Organization.  So much death and horror 

surrounded me every mission I got.  And even here, on this ship, they've come to commit mass 

murder again.  I've always wished that my sister and I could escape from their clutches, but all who 

entered the BO never left unless they were in a body bag.  Or, much more likely, the bottom of a 

secluded lake.  And so, I resolved to rid myself of the organization once and for all.  I even had the 

pill ready, waiting for me to swallow and be done with.

[color=transparent]A[/color]

Here I was, ready to end it all.  And then, of course, my good friend Yumi called me.  We met 

several years ago, when I was taking an advanced English language and grammar course.  I graduated 

top in the class, my word play  and deliberate word choice always impressing the professor.  Her....  

Well, you know. :-\  She was a little annoying, but she always got what she wanted when it came to 

matters of the heart.  I met Eisuke the day before we left the harbor on this wretched trip (only 

because of the BO's foreboding presence, of course).  We fell in love, almost as though it were a 

second time!  :D  Together, we resolved to take down the organization together.

[color=transparent]N[/color]

Everything seemed to be perfect.  But almost as soon as we were on board, things went awry.  Yumi, 

as per usual, could never keep quiet about [i]anything[/i], especially romance.  Immediately, she 

spilled about my love, and I knew that it was only a matter of time before my "friends" put two and 

two together.  And something felt weird about one of those people.  They weren't police, but they 

Comment:

DT didn't send in an action. Shin_ichi didn't heal again. (Later I Pmed her that she can use first 

aid. She said she didn't know who to use it on, that's why she didn't use it)

Abs. was frightened, since PT found out (or assumed, wasn't 100% sure about abs. yet I think), that 

Abs.  Is probably a DB like yuriko. But frightening Yuriko would make PT suspicious. That's when 

Abs, continued to spin around :x 

Conia was investigated for protecting someone. Since he contacted PT after night 1, they already 

guessed that he's more likely to be Makoto than Ran or Akai (tho weren't sure there yet)

Other investigations were for finding KID (tho they actually found him on a different way :x)

The slander on DT was a lucky hit. Parkur checked out Commi for tricking PT (like they thought)

Shin_ichi was stolen from again. Meme was tricked. DT too, tho he didn't know since he didn't send 

an action :x Paix used Deduction (results are random. Even the place where the murder is placed 

was made randomly :) ) and paix was about to tail Dus :)

Sakina observed another adult. Tho it was also another BO ;D But she couldn't have known.

BOs already found: pofa
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two together.  And something felt weird about one of those people.  They weren't police, but they 

were too smartly dressed to be average civilians.  Perhaps they're FBI.  Heh, wouldn't it be funny if 

the FBI was onto the Organization? Anyway, one of those men seemed vaguely familiar...

[color=transparent]O[/color]

Really, I still can't believe that night.  It was so terrible.  The boss himself ordered me to slip into 

one of the guest rooms and kill that person.  And so, I crept into the room and drove the sword 

straight through my victim's stomach.  It was only after the slight scream of terror and the 

terrified, pleading eyes looked into mine when I realized just who I had murdered in cold blood: my 

own sister, Shiho, her piercing eyes shedding but a single tear before her heart gave out.  Horrified 

and disgusted at myself, I ran to my room and sat crying on the bed for hours.

[color=transparent]K[/color]

Later, the next day, another person died because of me.  Yumi, my friend, jumped off of the boat 

and was eaten by that shark.  Another sin under my hefty belt to account for.  I was then certain 

that they'd figured out our forbidden love.

[color=transparent]A[/color]

Oh, I forgot to mention: as though the things that happened during that first night weren't enough, 

another one of those wretched crows came aboard in the middle of the night.  That faceless man, 

she must have called for backup, but you'd think that we had enough cover already.

[color=transparent]T[/color]

Caring far too much about my love's safety, I tried to reason with them.  It didn't work as well as I 

had hoped.

[color=transparent]A[/color]

Knowing just how I would react, that horrid group has done the most terrible thing imaginable.  

They've killed my beloved Eisuke.  It's been far too many lives that I've destroyed.  I must end it 

now.  So, goodbye guests...  Hope you can take down this once-infinite organization once and for all."

(...... How much of this would be censored? :-X)

[/quote]

CTU

I really regret Xpons death. I stole a gun from her the day before so I assumes she was ORG...not 

Yumi  :(

Well I am on my way to proving tommy to be town I just got to see if he is disgiuesd (aka vermouth) 

or if he is the town member I think he is

Phase Change

Night 2 begins.

The sun is rising again... and the morning doesn't start very quiet on the deck of the "Shitty Ship".

Jack: "Hahahahaha!"

Kleene: "Stop laughing...."

Jack: "..... BWAAAHAHAHAAHAHAA!"

Kleene: "Grrr... You should have caught me when I stumbled! But noooo~ You preferred to just 

watch me falling on my head and cut my forehead!"

Jack: "haha... sorry, sorry. But, you look so great now! Maybe you shouldn't drink so much?"

Captain Kleene Onigiri makes a fist and wants to hit Jack, but he reacts fast and pulls out an item 

from his pocked.

Kleene: "Huh? What's that?"

Jack put a band-aid on Captain Kleene Onigiri where she cut her forehead .

Jack: "There, it's all right now <3"

Kleene: "Uhh... uhm.. th-thanks, I guess."

Jack: "Oh, Captain? Are you blushing?"
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Jack: "Oh, Captain? Are you blushing?"

Kleene: "I'm not!" she walks away fast.

Jack mumbling to himself: "Phew, I got away somehow"

Kleene walks away and notices two glasses and a wine bottle on a table. She also notices some stains 

from the wine on the table and on the floor.

Kleene: "Jeez. They can't even drink without making a mess. Anyway, time to go to the bathroom."

Kleene Onigiri wants to go to the bathroom. She opens the door and makes a horrible discovery. 

Someone was shot in the head. But not like the others, she stays calm. She crouches down to the 

victim and notices that something seems strange. Some of the victims skin is falling apart where he 

was shot. Kleene pulls on the skin and pulls off a mask.

It's 1412 disguised as Camel (CTU)

"Kyaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa!" Kleene suddenly hears a scream behind her. It was a little girl 

named Striprice.

Kleene: "Oh jeez"

Not even 5 minutes later, everyone gathered around the scene.

Jack: "What... again?"

Kleene: "Yeah, seems like it."

Jack: "So, who was it?"

Kleene: "I don't know. But he was shot in the head. He was also clenching on a bottle of alcohol, 

probably from last night. Since I was drinking with him a lot. Ohhh~ he drank quite a lot. He 

especially liked Sea Breeze. But... isn't he underage? Well, who cares now."

Jack: "So... what about the bottle..."

Kleene: "Oh, yeah. Well, there was a note in the bottle he was holding."

Note:

Quote

I really regret Xpons death. I stole a gun from her the day before so I assumes she was ORG...not 

Yumi 

Well I am on my way to proving tommy to be town I just got to see if he is disgiuesd (aka vermouth) 

or if he is the town member I think he is

Jack: "Hmm.... I see. So, what does that mean?"

Kleene: "I don't know... sadly. But, you know what to do Jack!"

Jack: "We find the murderer? Right?"

Kleene: "No, Jack. YOU will clean up this mess!"

Jack: "Urgh..."

Kleene: "Alright, everyone else, meet at the deck again in some minutes."

Hints:

I decided the hints with giving the 2 dead players, xpon and xcom, making a decision (similar o the 

ones everyone else got too.) Both xcom and xpon got decided on the wrong decision, creating a false 

hint on a BO and on Town.

I also made Eve decide something. She made it a true hint on the lovers. I decided to show that 

there is just 1 lover pair in the game.

False hint on Vodka: liked Sea Breeze - it's a cocktail:

A Sea Breeze is a cocktail containing vodka with cranberry juice and grapefruit juice. (Wiki)

False hint on town: Shinichi, Ran and/or Sonoko in the game (KID was already dead): Band-aid used 

by Jack on Kleene Onigiri. Movie 14 was out, where that band-aid appeared. It was also made 

somehow romantic between Jack and Kleene? Tho it was more like Jack teased Kleene actually :P 

(what actually happened, I swear a-chan!). Well that band-aid should point on a 

Ran/Shinichi/Sonoko. Tho no one seemed to bother :V

Right hint on 1 lover pair being in the game: 

Kleene walks away and notices two glasses and a wine bottle on a table. She also notices some 

stains from the wine on the table and on the floor.

Kleene: "Jeez. They can't even drink without making a mess. Anyway, time to go to the bathroom."
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cocktail
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vodka
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cranberry
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grapefruit_juice


Two glasses -> 1 pairing drinking together. That mess was caused by Eisukes clumsyness. Which 

should hint on Eisuke being a part of the lover pairing.
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